
Landscape Collage Tutorial
Mrs ras



Choose a high 
resolution 
photograph of a 
landscape… 
something that has 
discernible 
Foreground, 
middleground and 
background

Right click>Copy 
image



Go to photoshop

1. Create a 
new file

2. Print
3. Letter sized
4. Change the 

orientation 
to 
landscape

5. Press 
create



1. Edit > paste  
your picture

2. edit> free 
transform (ctrl 
T) and scale 
your image so it 
fills the entire 
page

3. image> adj> 
brightness and 
contrast

a. Enhance the 
contrast



Duplicate your image

Right click on layer> duplicate 
layer

We are making a copy so one 
layer will be 

-a black and white version and 
-the other a cutout filter version



On the bottom 
layer 

image> adj> 
black and 
white



Now on the TOP LAYER

filter> filter gallery> 
artistic > cutout

Adjust the levels so 
that you better see 
the edges to things in 
your landscape.  We 
will be using this 
more as a guide so 
its not important if it 
doesnt look great



On your cutout 
layer

Use your quick 
selection tool and 
select area of 
things ie like the 
trees

* we will NOT but 
cutting anything 
out!!! Do not hit or 
cut anything!!! 



You need to 
be detail 
oriented 
when 
making a 
selection

Make sure 
to use the 
plus and 
minus to 
achieve the 
perfect 
selection!!!!



Now that you 
have the perfect 
selection we are 
going to add in a 
textured paper or 
collage piece 
according to the 
color of your 
overall selected 
area soooo

Take note of the 
area ie my tree 
line… it is mostly 
green 



Go to google and 
search LARGE 
RESOLUTION 
textured piece to 
collage into that area

Ie my tree line is 
green so i am 
searching and 
copying a green 
textured piece



Now 

Edit> paste 
special> paste into

This is a special 
pasting sooo no 
you can not just do 
ctrl v



Edit > free transform

Scale it up until you fill 
the area

Photoshop has make a 
mask for the pasted 
piece and will only show 
the piece through the 
shape that you created 
by your selection 



image> adj> 
hue and 
saturation 

Adjust the 
color and 
brightness 
until it closely 
matches the 
photo





1)Ok now go again and choose the cutout layer

2) now using your quick selection tool select another area



Now you can choose a 
new textured piece of 
use the same one as 
before .. it depends on 
your piece and how the 
color changes in your 
photo



edit> paste special> 
paste into



Again image> 
adj> hue and 
saturation



So thats the process

1. Select an area on 
the cutout layer

2. Choose a textured 
paper or thing 

3. Paste special > 
paste into

4. Free transform
5. Then change the 

color and lighting 

Do this over and over 
again until you have filled 
your entire landscape





As a last step

Take your black and 
white version of the 
photo and drag it to the 
top of your list

Change the opacity of 
the layer to 30 or 
below.  This will just 
give a little detail 


